classics and religion, was conducted at first at the town public school in Dessau until Max
Müller was sent, aged 12, to the Nicolai Grammar School in Leipzig. Here he lodged with Professor Carl Gustav Carus (1789-1869), whose son, Victor (1823-1903) went to school with Max Müller and who would later himself also take up a position at Oxford University.
The Nicolai school was one of the most prominent and revered institutions of the day. Its list of alumni famously included Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) and its focus was almost entirely on Greek and Latin. Max Müller's passion at the time was for music. In Leipzig he renewed contact with the composer Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847), whom he had come to know during the latter's previous appointment at the Dessau court and who was now conductor at the Gewandhaus. But he excelled at school in classics and it was his classical education that to some extent determined Max Müller's future course. for Sanskrit study and an acquaintance of Friedrich Schlegel. His main concern, however, was to study with Eugène Burnouf (1801-1852), a leading linguist and, latterly, Sanskrit scholar at the Collège de France. Burnouf had begun to focus his, and his seminar's, attention on the Rg Veda, and was working on a translation of the first book. It was at this point that Max Müller came to recognise the Rg Veda's potential in philosophical and philological terms. Yet to capture this -to understand it as well as translate it -would involve removal to London: the texts necessary to his task lay in the library of the British East India Company. Ultimately, however, the balance always remained in favour of his remaining in Oxford.
To some degree, therefore, one can interpret Max Müller's rise and trajectory as an academic in a deterministic fashion, noting the circumstances of his birth and his lineage, the nature and priorities of German scholarship in the early nineteenth century, the Anglo- Here an important factor in the fate of philology was the shift in the definition of 'science' that took place around the middle of the nineteenth century -a shift of which Müller was highly aware and which he attempted to accommodate from the 1860s onwards. was not yet Sanskrit, Greek not yet Greek, but when both, together with Latin, German and other Aryan dialects, existed yet as one undivided language'. 49 We note here the scientific metaphor of the telescope, and Müller's claim that comparative philology would allow 'the archives of the most distant antiquity of the Aryan race' finally to be opened (p. 26).
Yet the story that Müller told in Comparative Mythology about the development of humanity did not necessarily suit the second half of the nineteenth century, since it was not one of unalloyed scientific progress. The ancient 'Aryans', he argues, used abstract gendered substantives in order to refer to natural forces such as the earth, the sea, the sun, the sky and the seasons. One such example is the Hindu God Dyaus, associated with the sky and sun, and known as the god who lights the sky. Dyaus according to Müller's etymology, is derived from root div or dyu, meaning to 'shine' or 'brighten', which is in turn said to underlie the IndoEuropean derivations of deva, deus and deity. Because these abstract substantives were always gendered in ancient Greek and Sanskrit, it was 'simply impossible to speak of morning or evening, of spring and winter, without giving to these conceptions something of an individual, active, sexual and at last personal character' (pp. [72] [73] . Myth therefore emerges from 'that particular difficulty which the human mind experiences in speaking of collective or abstract ideas' (p. 78). What originally began as simple metaphorical descriptions of natural phenomena later proliferated into fully blown myths and creation stories which assigned human personalities to natural forces, an allegedly degenerative process that would later lead Müller famously and pejoratively to describe myth as a 'disease of language'. 50 In his contribution to this volume, Andreas Musolff investigates this notion of the 'disease of language' at length, exploring both its historical and contemporary relevance to theories of metaphor and myth.
Müller's project was an Enlightenment one insofar as he suggested that the 'science of mythology' could diagnose this 'disease', but he nonetheless maintained that there had been a kind of falling off from the clear and primordial linguistic designations of the ancient 'Aryans'. This story of decay was also repeated in Müller's deeply controversial view of contemporary Hinduism, which he saw as a 'rotten tree' that had degenerated from the pure (and in his view monotheistic) conception of the divine expressed in the Vedas, into the polytheistic pantheon (for further context, see the contributions to this volume by Thomas J.
Müller, was an academic at Oxford, and who became the first Professor of Anthropology in Britain in 1896. In Primitive Culture (2 vols., 1871), Tylor proposes a three-stage model of civilizational development, according to which the most 'primitive' or animistic stage of civilization is succeeded first by the 'monotheistic' and finally the 'scientific' stages.
Contemporary so-called 'savages' (such as the Aborigines of Australia) are described by
Tylor 'animistic' and are thought by him to provide an insight into the prehistory of more 'advanced' (i.e., North European) civilizations. 61 In the mid-1860s, Tylor followed Müller's work closely and was impressed by the anthropological prospects for comparative philology. 
